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The present author as well as Andr~ka's group has experienced, while writing program- 
verifying programs, the following dilemma. We have to decide which program verification 
method (i.e. logic of programs) to choose as a framework for our software system. It is not 
obvious that the strongest method is also the best because it might overload the theorem prover 
subprogram. So we have to optimise. But for this we need as much information and insight 
as possible into the natures of available methods. Non-standard algorithmic logic of dynamic 
logic (NDL from now on) is a complete first order logic with a decidable proof concept for 
reasoning about programs, developed in 1978 by H. Andr6ka et al. NDL unifies existing 
approaches toprogram verification and turns incompleteness re ults into completeness re ults. 
Still, it is far from being popular and this is because non-standard models of computation are 
unpopular. It is the aim of the present paper to show that these models play for dynamic logic 
the same role which, say, complex numbers, play for physics. They are merely a tool for 
proving very realistic, standard properties of programs (e.g. non-provability b  a given 
standard method) or for reasoning about (existing) program verification methods. The paper 
also provides two essential proofs, which are missing in their complete or proper form from 
the publications. 
1. Introduction 
Proving properties, especially correctness of programs, is the main concern of a 
continuously increasing number of authors in theoretical computer science. One of the 
aims is to provide (at least on the long run) adequate tools for designing efficient 
(interactive) program verifier programs. 
The first formal method for proving correctness of programs was the method of 
inductive assertions introduced independently by Floyd (1967) and Naur (1966) and 
reformulated later by Hoare (1969). 
It was not until much later (see Manna, 1974) that the Floyd-Hoare method and, in 
general, methods for proving properties of programs were studied within the framework 
of first order logic. 
Soon, however, it turned out that the F loyd-Hoare method is incomplete in the sense 
that not all (partially) correct programs can be proved by the method to be so. This result 
gave place to an extremely wide research activity trying to mend the situation. 
Two main approaches can be observed within this research activity: 
A. In order to obtain completeness results, the first approach allows more proofs than 
acceptable by the classical principles of mathematical logic. One way of doing this 
consists in allowing undecidable sets of logical axiomsPl ike in Cook (1978), Harel 
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(1979), Harel et al. (1977), Pratt (1976) etc. (an extensive survey of so-called relative 
completeness results can be found in Apt (1981). 
Another method to obtain completeness results is to allow infinitely long proofs--see 
e.g. Mirkowska (1971), Salwicki (1977), Tiuryn (1981) etc. (Another excellent survey 
along these lines is Harel (1979.) 
The essence of this first (let us call it "undecidable proof") approach is this: the 
semantics being based on standard or arithmetical semantic models, this approach is in a 
way forced to use unusual, "non-standard" proof systems. 
B. The second approach consists in developing a number of new program verification 
methods, all aimed at proving more programs correct han before, while keeping the 
proof concept decidable (and so renouncing relative completeness results). 
Such methods are, e.g. Burstall-Manna-Waldinger's intermittent assertion method (or 
"sometime" logic of programs--see Burstall (1974), Pnueli's temporal logic of programs 
(see e.g. Manna-Pnueli, 1981; Pnueli, 1981) or Hajek's (1983b) effective dynamic logic, 
etc. 
Burstall (1974) was one of the first to suggest using modal logic for reasoning about 
programs. (In fact McCarthy-Hayes (1969) already suggested using modal logic in 
Artificial Intelligence.) Pratt (1976) was to carry out this idea in detail and Harel et al. 
(I 977) gave the new logic the name "dynamic logic" (DL, henceforth). 
DL being a product of the first approach (see A), on one hand it is a logic for reasoning 
about programs rather than only a syntactic method for proving properties of programs 
(in comparison with approach B), on the other hand it is strongly incomplete, which 
strongly diminishes its practical value. 
The purpose of the present paper is to give a survey of non-standard ynamic logic 
(NDL, henceforth)--a complete first order logic with decidable proof concept for 
reasoning about programs, developed in 1978 by A. Andr6ka, I. Nemeti, and I. Sain, 
which not only unifies the above-mentioned trends (A and B), but mainly turns 
incompleteness results into completeness results. 
Andr~ka et al. found that the situation in DL was analogous to the situation in higher 
order logic, which is strongly incomplete w.r.t, its standard model theory. Henkin devised 
a non-standard model theory for higher order logic which turned negative completeness 
results into positive ones. The same was done by Andr6ka et al, for DL. (At this point 
people very often argue that they are interested in properties of programs in standard 
models only. But it has to be pointed out here that the role of non-standard models of 
computation is the same as the role of, say, comptex numbers in electrical engineering. 
Imaginary numbers are merely to keep the answers to non-imaginary questions imple. 
They are only a tool for keeping the proofs of realistic (i.e. "standard") statements about 
programs "standard" as well, i.e. decidable.) 
As pointed out in Richter & Szabo (1983), "the fundamental importance of the process 
of 'completing' incomplete theories relative to non-standard models derives from the fact 
that these models constitute the only tangible domain in which the property of non- 
provability can be made precise". 
As an illustration of proving non-provability, let us look at the following example: the 
signature consists of a unary operation symbol f and a unary relation symbol R. Let J t  
be the model shown in Fig. 1. Let Th be the first order theory Th(J//) of •. Let p be the 
program in Fig. 2. 
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Consider now the partial correctness tatement "If the input is in relation R, the output 
will be in relation R, too" or 
{R(x)}p{R(x)} or R(x)---,[] (p, R(x)). 
PROPOSITION 1. p is partially correct in Th, i.e. 
Th ~ R(x)~ [] (p, R(x)). 
PROPOSmON 2. p is not Floyd-Hoare provable from Th, i.e. 
Th [Fled R(x) ~ [] (p, R(x)). 
PROOF. Suppose p is Floyd-Hoare provable. Then there is a first order formula ~0 (Fig. 3) 
and 
Th ~- R(x) -. cp(x) 
Th [- q)(x) ^  x ~ f(x) -~ cp(f(x)) 
Th [- q)(x) ^  x =f(x) --* R(x). 
Then q) is true in the left "triangle" of ~ while false in the right one (Fig. 4). 
We take now an appropriate ultrapower Jr* of Jr/: 
the left side is of property q~ 
the right side is of property 7 ¢p 
Star t  ~ Yes ~, Ha l t  
Fig. 2. 
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G 
Start ~ Yes 
Fig. 3. 
but there is an automorphism of Jr* interchanging two elements from different sides. 
This leads obviously to a contradiction (Fig. 5). Intuitively, what happens is this: when a 
computation starts from an element a~R, instead of continuing its way in the non- 
standard run part of the original left triangle of MI, in can "jump" to the non-standard 
run part of the other triangle, and no first order formula could "capture" this jump. 
Tarski's original aim with introducing model theory of first order logic was to provide a 
faithful transformation of syntax to keep the balance between possible and impossible, i.e. 
what is impossible, say, in syntax is made possible in semantics: 
Syntax Faithful transformation Semantics 
P r o v a b l e ~ N o n v a l i d  3 
V N o n - p r o v a ~  Valid V 
To prove that a statement is provable, all we have to do is to come up with a proof. 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5, 
To prove, however, that a statement is not provable, we have to prove that all proofs 
are not proofs of our statement. If, however, the logic satisfies the Tarski principle, all we 
have to do again is to come up with one model in which the statement is false. 
Standard models of logics of programs do obviously not provide a faithful 
transformation of our syntactical problems, while the non-standard models of NDL  do. It 
is the purpose of this paper to promote this fact by giving a survey of the most important 
results of NDL. 
In the following we will concentrate mainly on two classes of results: 
1. Characterisation of existing program verification methods within NDL and 
completeness results (see section 3). 
2. Comparing the reasoning power of existing program verification methods and 
deriving new methods from the different heories of NDL (see section 4). 
Finally, let us remark that the non-standard approach to DL was taken independently 
by many other authors, too: Berman (1979a, b), Biro (1981), Biro & Sain (1983), 
Cartwright (1983), Csirmaz (1980a, b, 1981, 1983a, b) Gergely & Szots (1979), Gergely & 
Ury (1980, 1981), Hajek (1983a, b, c), Manders & Daley (1982), Csirmaz & Paris (1981), 
Richter & Szabo (1983a, b), etc. 
2. NDL--A Brief Presentation 
The language of NDL is a three-sorted first order language. The three sorts are d (for 
data) t (for time) and i (for intensions). 
Given any one-sorted signature (or similarity type) tTthe signature td of sorts t, d, and i 
consists of the signature of arithmetic for the sort t (i.e. <, + , . ,  0, suc), the given 
signature d and an operation symbol ext of sort d and arity it. 
The structures or models for the language of NDL are the usual {t, d,/}--sorted 
structures of type td. Given such a model ~ (with the three universes T, D, and I of sort 
t, d, and i respectively), the operation ext ¢u assigns to each intension s e I and each time 
point bet  a data exU t (s, b)eD. In terms of register machines and their computation, 
this is to say that "the content of register s at the time t is data ext'n(s, b) ~ D" (Fig. 6). 
Let Ltd denote the classical {t, d, /}--sorted first order language of type td with 
variables Z:={zt: i~o9},  X:={xt: i~og} and Y:={y~:i~o)} of sort t, d, and i 
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td  
t d i 
Sorts {time) (data) (intention) 
0 ,suc Symbols 
Symbols + j'~<~ of 
ext  
variablesl z~ [ xi I YJ 
+i" . ~" 
" 
T 
. /  
X 
Fig. 6. 
respectively. So 
L,a = (Eta, Modta, ~ ), 
where Fta is the set of all classical first order formulas of type td, Modta is the class of all 
models of type td and ~ __q Modra x Fta is the usual validity relation. 
For the sake of simplicity we will concentrate in the following only on block diagram 
programs or program schemes. But the reader interested in seeing all results for so-called 
structured programs (in the sense of, e.g. Harel (1979) is referred to, e.g. Sain (1983c)). 
A program scheme of type gis a finite sequence 
((io : Uo) . . . . .  (i,,_ 1: u,,_ 1), (i, :u,,)) 
of commands (i : u), where i is a label (a constant erm of type d) and u is of the form x ~ z 
(x E X and z is a term of type ,~), tF X ~OTO V (where X is a formula of type g without 
quantifiers and v is a label) or HALT. The only r~ALT-command is the last one. 
To define the meaning of a program scheme p of type gin a model ./# of type td, we need 
to define the trace of p in Me. 
Intuitively, a trace s of p in ~ correlates to each variable x occurring in p (including an 
extra control variable xc to range over the labels) an intension s~ such that the value 
ext'a(sx, b) can be considered as the "value contained in" or "extension of"  x at the time 
point b E T. The intension s~ E 1 represents a function ex#t(sx, - ) :  T ~ D from time points 
to data values and is the "history" of the variable x during an execution of the program p 
in the model ~' .  
Suppose that the variables occurring in p (including xc) are Xo . . . . .  xc. The sequence 
s = (So . . . . .  so) of intensions is a trace of p in ~ '  if the following conditions (i) and (ii) are 
satisfied: 
(i) ext'//(sc, O)= i o and ext'/t(sc, b)~ {i,,:m <~ n} for every bE T. 
(ii) For every b E T and j ~< c, if ext'e(s~, b) = i,,,, then statements (1)-(3) below hold: 
(1) I fu  m x,~ z , then 
~i.,+1 i f j  = e 
ext'e(sj, sue(b)) = ~Tn[ext, lt(s, b)] i f j  = w 
(.ex#t(sj, b) else. 
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(2) If u,. = "IF Z oo  To v", then 
fv  if j  = c and O ~ Z [ext"~t( s, b)] 
exra(s), suc(b)) = ,~i,,+ 1 i f j  = c and D ~ Z [ext~( s, b)] 
(exre(s j ,  b) else. 
(3) If u,,, = "HALT", then ext'a(sj, suc(b)) = ext~n(sj, b). 
Let s = (So . . . . .  so) be a trace of p in dg and let k e XD. The trace s is of input k if for 
every j < c k(xj) = ext'#(sj, 0). The trace s terminates p at a time b in ./¢/if ext(sc, b) = i,,. 
Now let k, q e XD. The sequence q is a possible output of p with input k in J / i f  there is a 
trace s of p in .////of input k such that s terminates p at a time b e T and 
(q(xo) . . . . .  q(x~_ 1)) = (exrlf(So, b) . . . . .  ext'Z/(sc - t, b)) 
(and for each j > c q(xj) = k(xj)). 
Now the set DF a of formulas of the language of NDL is defined as the smallest set 
satisfying conditions (1)-(3) below: 
(1) F, dC_DF d. 
(2) For every program scheme p of type d and every formula ~ E Ffd, [] (p, ~)e DFd. 
(3) If cp, ~eDFn and xeX u Yw Z, then (q ~o), (q~ A ~O), 3 x~o~DF d. 
Given a formula cpeDFd, a model J / leModt~ and an evaluation v= (g, k, r) 
(geZT,  keXD and re ri) of the variables, ~ ~ cp[v] is defined recursively as follows: 
(4) If ~o E Ftd, then ~g ~ ~0[-v] has been defined (in L~a). 
(5) If q9 = [] (p, ~O) for some program scheme p of type d and a formula a//~ Died and if 
J l~ l -v ]  has already been defined for every evaluation v, then 
dg ~ [] (p, ~b)Eg , k, r] if ~ ~ ~[g, q, r] for every possible output q of p with input k 
in ,/g. 
(6) Let q~, ~//e DFn and x e X w Y w Z. Then 
J / l~(qtp) [g , l¢ , r ] ,  J t~(q)A~k)[g ,k , r~ and dC/~(~xq))[g,k,r ]  
are defined in the usual way. 
Now the language of NDL is completely defined as the triple (DFd, Modt~, ~) ,  where 
is defined above. 
It is easy to see that the formula q) ~ [] (p, ~]~) in this language xpresses "p is partially 
correct w.r.t, input condition ~o and output condition ~", while, e.g. 
0 (p, 0) : = -7 [] (p, -1 0) expresses "p is (weakly) totally correct w:r.t, output condition 
0" and O(p, tp) A [] (p, t)) expresses "p is (strongly) totally correct w.r.t, output condition 
~". (For the details of the language of NDL, see e.g. Andr6ka et al. (1982) or Nemeti 
(1982).) 
Without going into the definitional details of the proof concept for NDL we quote the 
following Theorem from, e.g. Andr6ka et al. 
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REMARK. 
(1) For the proof of this Theorem, see e.g. Theorem 2 in Andr~ka et al. (1982). The 
idea is to reduce the language of NDL to the complete and compact (classical three- 
sorted) language L,d = (F,d, Mod, d, ~ ) by a total computable function 0 : DFd--* Ftd such 
that for every ~p ~ DFd and for every model d /s  Modtd 
, e  ~ ~p ifr ~ ~ 0(~o). 
Then, given Thc_DF~ and ¢psDFd, an I N - -proof of rp from Th is a sequence whose 
0-image is a classical first order proof of 0(rp) from O[Th I = {0(~,) : g, e Th}. The function 0 
being a total computable function, I N is decidable. Using G6del's completeness 
theorem for Lte, we obtain then the completeness theorem for NDL. 
(2) Sain (1983c) presents a Hilbert-style (or axiomatic) inference system for the 
language of NDL over structured non-standard programs (called regular in, e.g. Harel 
(1979)). Such an inference system for a one-sorted version of non-standard DL requiring 
Peano axioms for time was given in Hajek (1981) and then fully elaborated in Hajek 
(1983b). This was the first non-standard DL with Hilbert-style inference system. 
3. Characterising Existing Methods for Proving Correctness 
of Programs--Completeness Results 
Among the most interesting results of NDL are those characterising the Floyd-Hoare 
method, Burstall's modal ogic and Pnueli's temporal logic for proving partial correctness 
of programs, those characterising the Manna-Cooper method for proving total 
correctness of programs and finally those characterising HareFs program verification 
system P w.r.t, standard dynamic formulas. 
To discuss these results we need to define some particular theories of Ftd. (Recall that 
L,d = (Ftd, Mod~d, ~ ) is just the classical first order language of sort {t, d, i}.) 
For any formula go s Ftd and any variable z s Z (of sort time) let 
ind(go, z) := [~p(0) ^ V z(q)(z) --, (p(suc(z)))] ~ V zq)(z). 
Then 
IA := {ind(q~, z) : go SFtd } 
Iq := {ind(go, z):q)~Ftd, go does not quantify over time}. 
We will also need the following: 
To denotes the theory of (co, O, suc, <_) for the sort t (time). 
PAt is the set of Peano axioms for the sort t. 
Suppose that the (fixed) type g contains a constant symbol 0' and a unary operation 
symbol suc'. Then 
DIA : = {[go(x/O') ,x V x(rp ~ go(x/suc'(x)))] --*V xgo : q) ~ Ftd }, 
i.e. DIA stands for full induction applied to data. 
Suppose that d contains a copy of the similarity type of Peano arithmetic. Then 
PAd is the set of Peano axioms for the sort d (data). 
Exb:= {V z 3 ! xq~ ~V z 1 ~ y V z([z < z 1 ~ qo(x/ext(y, z))] 
A [7 z < zl ~ ext(y, z) = ext(y, zl)']): ~o e Fta and 
y, zl do not occur in go}, 
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which is a weak version of the comprehension axiom Ex for intensions, asserting that 
definable intensions exist. 
Let p be a partial correctness (or Floyd-Hoare) statement, i.e. a formula of the form 
~0 ~ [] (p, ~p), where p is a program scheme of type d and q~ and ~, are first order formulas 
of type cL Let Th be a first order theory of type d. Then we have the following 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(1) p is provable by the Floyd-Hoare method from Th exactly if Th u Iq] ,v P. 
(2) p is provable by Burstall's method from Th exactly if Th u IA  ] N p. 
(3) p is provable by Pnueli's method from Th exactly if Th u IA o To ~N p. 
REMARK. 
(1) For a detailed escription of these methods and an axiomatisation f the associated 
logics, we refer to, e.g. Burstall (1974), Nemeti (1982), Pnueli (1981) and Sain (1983d). 
(2) For the second and third result in the above theorem we refer to Nemeti (1982), 
Sain (1983c, d). 
The idea of the proofs of parts 2 and 3 of Theorem 3.1 is this: the language of Burstall's 
modal logic can be obtained from the language of DL by adding the new temporal 
operators always, first and next. The language of Pnueli's temporal ogic can then be 
obtained from Burstall's language by adding the operator always in the filture. Now both 
Burstall's and Pnueli's languages can be easily embedded into the language of NDL, 
where the axiomatisation of Burstall's logic (or I B,, ) roughly results in IA and the 
axiomatisation of Pnueli's logic (or [.e,!, ) results in IA u To. 
Although first in the series of characterisation results, the characterization theorem of 
the Floyd-Hoare method has never been proved in one piece or at least in a satisfactory 
way in any publication. Still, it has a proof (personal communication), and what is more, 
a quite ingenious one, which is the result of many steps of refinement--see Andr6ka & 
Nemeti (1978), Csirmaz (1981), and Sain (1983b). For this reason and also because it 
reveals ome of the methods used in NDL (e.g. transfer principle), we will now outline the 
proof of the characterization f the Floyd-Hoare method. Let us denote by Th [ F p the 
statement "p is Floyd-Hoare provable from Th". We want to prove that for any first 
order theory Th of type aT and any partial correctness statement p of type d 
Th[ r p i f fThwlq l  ~ p. 
The proof of Th ] F p =~ Th u Iq ~- -  p is quite simple and can be found in Andr6ka et 
al. (1982). So let us prove 
Thu Iq[  n p~Th]  ~ p. 
DEFINITION (~).  Let p = {(io :Uo), • •., (i,, : u,,)} be a program scheme of type d-having n 
variables (including the control variable, say x,). We associate with the program p a (new) 
function symbol which We also denote by p. Given a model D e Modd of type d and ~ ~"D, 
p(~) : = p°(8) = a' ~ nD, where a' is defined as follows: 
(1) If a(n) = ik for some 0 ___ k N m, then 
(a) i fuk="x~-~ ', then A a'(j)=~(j) and gg(i)='c[a-']D and ?t'(n):ik+ 1 
l~j<n 
je i  
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(b) if u k = "IF )~ GOTO iv" , then A fi'fj) = fi(j), and if D ~ Z[fi], then a'(n) = io, 
l<j<n 
else ~'(n) = i~+ 1- 
(c) if uk = urn, i.e. Uk = "HALT", then A a'(j) = a(j). 
1 ~j<n 
(2) If a(n) 4: ik V 0 _< k < m, then A a'(j) = a(j) and a'(n) = io. 
J.<j<n 
Let D e Moda and R _c "D such that (V 8 e"D)(fi e R =~p(fi)e R). Let inp ~ R. 
(R, inp) is called a relational run of p in D- - i f  
(D, R, inp) ~ Iar : = {indr(~o) : ~p e Fa}, 
where 
indr(qo) := [qo(inp) ^ (V 2 e R)(q)(2) ~ cp(p(2)))] --r (V 2 ~ R)tp(2). 
Inp is the input of the relational run (R, inp> in D and fi is its output if fi ~ R and fi(n) = i,,, 
We say D~ (~o-~(p,~O)) if for every relational run (R, inp) of p in D, if D~ ~o(inp) 
and fi is output of (R,  inp) then D ~ 0(fi). 
LEMNA 1. Let p = (~o~[--l(p, ~)) be a partial correctness statement of type d and Th ~ F, be 
a first order theory of  type d. Then Iq u Th } N p =*, Th ~ p. 
PROOF. Suppose Th ~ p. We prove that Iq w Th I--N-e--p. Th ~p means there is a 
D ~ Mod,(Th) and a relational run (R, inp) of p in D, such that ~ is an output of (R,  inp) 
in D, also D ~ ~o(inp), but 19 ~- O(fi). (R, inp> is a relational run of p in D means inp s R 
and (D, R, inp) ~ Iar. 
We will apply the transfer principle (Fig. 7). Starting from (D, R, inp) we define 
JCZsMod~a such that ~[ ~ Th w Iq, and starting from (R, inp) we define a trace of  input 
inp and of output fi such that ,//¢ N q)(inp) but ./¢/]~a ~0(fi), so that ~'/Z N p. 
~#: = (T ,  D, {s,: 1 < i<_ n}, ext), 
where 
T := R, O:=inp, b l+b2:= b l 'b2 :=b l+ l : -p (b~) ,  
1 :=p(inp), <_ :=2T  and ext(si,-b):=s~(-b):=b(i), 
V-b~R, V l <_iNn. 
Of course, J# ~ Th and s : = (s..: 1 < i <_ n) is a trace of p in J# and Jg 1¢ p. 
. O~Mod,(Th) ~ / +P I '  
mp 
, Is1 ....  sn},ext> 
Fig. 7. 
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We want to prove ~ '  N Iq. So let q~ s F~d with no time quantifiers. 
Let k ~ x~ r ~ z M be an evaluation of the variables. We "translate" ~o into a 4' ~ Fa, such 
that 
~ ind(~o, Zo)[k]e*.O ~ (indr(~))[klX ].
Since D ~ indr(~), we obtain then ,g  ~ ind(~o, Zo). 
Here is a sketch of the "translat ion".  (Notice that T and I of ,/g are defined by D, so it 
is easy to eliminate the variables of sort t and i.) 
Replace By 
zi (i 4: O) k(zi) ~ R ~_ "D 
Zo 2 (= (x~ . . . . .  x.)) such that 2 does not occur in ~o 
0 inp e "D 
z~ + 1, z~" zj, z~ + zj p(z 3 
3 y z(y) z(s~) v . . .  v z(s.) 
yj k(yj)e {s t . . . . .  s,} 
ext(si, Zo) xt 
ext(s. O, J ~ 0 k(zj)(i) 
After substituting as defined in ~p, a formula ~p e Fa is obtained (replace the constants by 
new variables and evaluate them along k to the old constants) such that 
dg ~ ind(rp, z o) ~ Jg ~ indr(tp). 
LEMMA 2. Th ~ p ~ Th I r p. 
PROOF. 
Th ~ p e,. Th u Iar w { R(inp) ^  V 2(R(:~) ~ R(p(2)))} 
[q)(inp) ^  R(?O ^  ?fin) = i,,] --* ~(?0, 
T 
in the 
extended 
where R is a new n-ary relation symbol and i~i~s an n-tuple of n new constant symbols. 
Suppose Th ~ p. By the compactness theorem 3 Io ~ Iar such that 
*Io w Th w ( R(inp) ^  V 2(R(~) ~ R(p(2)))} ~- [q~(inp) A R(?O A a(n) -- i,,] ~ t~(?O, 
where Io = {indr(qh) . . . . .  indr(~ok):Cp i e F d with variables among xt . . . . .  x,}. 
We want to find ¢o , . . . ,  qSm e Fa, such that 
**rh t- (~o(~) ~ 0o(~)), 
rh  [- (~pk ~qSk+ t (Xj/Z)) if Uk = "X j~ Z", 
Th }-- [-(¢k A 7 Z ~ Ck+ 1) A (¢k A X -~ Cv)] if u k = "IF Z GOTO iv", and 
Th F- ( ¢,,--, 4'). 
Let 0 : = {q~i, n ~oi: i < k} 
X::= {v 0o:0o__C_0} 
and F I :=  { ^ Zo :X  o c y,}. 
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Let t~ e Fe with variables in {x~ . . . . .  x,,}. 
c/(~,) :--- (O(inp) ^  Y Yc(~(2) --* ~(p(2))). 
Let 
CLAIM 1. 
(i) ~ ¢,np(inp) 
(ii) ~ ¢,,,~(2) ~ ¢,,~(p(2)) 
(iii) 
4',,,, : = ^ {c/(0) --, ¢ : 0 e n}.  
Th ~ (q)(inp) ^  ¢~,w(2) A 2(n) = i,, --* ~(2)). 
PROOF OF CLAIM 1. Let DeMod a and let inpe"D. For any ~k with variables in {x~ . . . . .  x,,} 
let 
~:= {a e"DID ~ O(a)}. 
Then 
~,,,, = n {t~ : ~ e II, D ~ cl(~)} 
(because 
q~,',w = A {c/0p) ~ ¢ : ,p e O ~ el@)} A ^  {el(0) ~ ~/: ~k e Fl, O ]# cl(O) }. 
Therefore ~,,~ is the least element of [ I :=  {~:neH} "closed under inp and p in D". 
Hence 
D ~ (¢i,,p ^  V 2(¢i,,p(2) ~ ¢,,,p(p(2)). 
Now let l_<i_<k. 
Let 
a : = [~p~(inp) ^ V 2(¢~,,p(2) ^ ~p~(2) ~ rp~(p(2))] ~ V 2(¢t,,~,(2) ~ (p~(2)). 
CLAIM 2. D ~ G. 
PROOF OF CLAIM 2. Suppose D ~ 3 2(c[h,,~(2) A -7 tpi(.~)). Since ¢i,,1, is the least element of YI 
with D ~ cl(¢i,,p) and since c/h,, vA -1 q~t e II, it cannot be that D ~ cl(¢i, v A -n cpi ). 
So 
D ~ n (¢i,,, ^  ¢pi)(inp) 
or  
D ~ 3 ~((~h.p ^ ~P~)(~) ^ -7 (¢.,o ^  c03(p(~))). 
But 
D ~ cl(¢t,,p), 
SO 
D ~ 7 q)i(inp) v 3 2((¢t,p ^  rPi)(2) ^  -1 q)i(p(2))). 
So the premise of a is false in D, so D ~ a. 
Therefore, by the fact that if we replace in a¢i,,p by R we obtain indr(cpi) and by (i) and 
(ii) of Claim 1, 
V 2(R(2) ~ ¢,,,p(2)) ~ Io u {R(inp) ^  V 2(R(2) --. R(p(2)))}. 
So 
rh  u {V 2(R(2) ~ 4,,p(2))} ~,  (cp(inp) A R(~) ^  ~(n) = ira) ~ O(a). 
But then 
Th t =- (q)(inp) ^  ¢~,,p(2) A 2(n) = i,,,) ~ t//(Yc). 
Now we remove the index inp from ¢~,,p. Let qSo be a formula we get from qS~,,p by 
replacing everywhere in qS~,,p inp by ~, ~ being an n-tuNe of variables not occurring in 2. 
Let 
4(~):  = 3 ~(<1>~(~) ^ ~off,)). 
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Now let 
~o(~):= ~(.~). 
~bk(2)'= ~b(2) ^ 2(n) = ik for 0 < k ~< m. 
Since these formulas satisfy **, by the definition of a Hoare-Floyd proof, we obtain 
Th[ V_p. 
Summing up, we have proved that 
l quTh[  N p~Th~p~Th~- -p .  
Notice that this, together with "Th ~-F P implies lquTh[ .N  p" results in the 
following 
Completeness result for the Floyd-Hoare logic 
Th~pi f fTh]  t: P, 
or, in other words, the relational semantics provides a faithful transformation of the 
Floyd-Hoare syntax (see Introduction). 
Now let p, (p, ~, and Th be as before and let q denote the total correctness statement 
~0--, o(p,  ~,). 
THEOREM 3.2, q is provable by the Manna-Cooper Q-method from Th exactly if 
ThuDIAuEx~uPAtu IA[  ~ q. 
This result is due to Sain (1983a, e). For the Manna-Cooper Q-method, see also 
Manna (1974). 
For the characterisation f Harel's proof system P for standard ynamic formulas we 
need the following definition: Given the similarity type cl (of sort data) the set SDFd of 
standard ynamic formulas is the smallest set (i) containing all classical first order formulas 
of type d, (ii) containing ~ (p, ¢) whenever p is a structured non-deterministic program of 
type c7 and ~ ~ SDFe and (iii) containing 7 q), ~0 ^  ¢ and 3 o~o whenever q), ¢ e SDFd and 
vsX. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let d contain a copy of the similarity type of Peano arithmetic and let 
Th ~_ SDF d and q) ~ SDFd. 
Then q) is provable by Harel's P-system from Th u PAd exactly if 
Th u PAd ~ IA u PA~ u Ex b u DIA b -L- qo. 
For the proof the reader is referred to Sain (1983c). 
To every decidable theory Ax ~ DFd we can associate a new non-standard dynamic logic 
NDLax with the inference system (Ax ~----) and language (DFd, Mod(Ax), ~),  where 
Mod(Ax) = {,¢¢ e Modtd :,¢[ ~ Ax} and N is the validity relation of NDL. The logical 
axioms of the new logic NDLAx are Ax together with the logical axioms of NDL. 
Given the strong completeness result of NDL, each of the logics NDLAx is complete. 
In view of the above Theorems 3.1-3.3 we call NDLj~ Floyd-Hoare logic, NDLIA 
Burstall logic, NDLIAuT o Pnueli logic, NDLDiAutlx~Pa, uta Manna-Cooper logic and 
NDLeA~XAueA, uEx~D1A Harel logic. For partial correctness statements we can replace 
(lq I ~ ) by the Floyd-Hoare proof system denoted by I "y , (IA I ~ ) by the Burstall 
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system ~ B, and (IA w To [t¢ ) by the Pnueli system ] P'" . We obviously then obtain 
the 
COROLLARY 3.4. 
(1) The Floyd-Hoare proof system I F is complete in the Floyd-Hoare logic. 
(2) The Burstall proof system ~-  is complete in the Burstall logic. 
(3) The Pnueli proof system b? "u is complete in the Pnueli logic. 
The same can be done with (D IAuExbuPA,  u TAI N.- for total correctness 
statements (replace it by the Manna-Cooper Q-system I ~ ) and with 
PA d~IAUPAtwEx bUDIA[  u 
for standard ynamic formulas (replace it by Harel's P-system ~----). 
COROLLARY 3.5. 
(1) The Manna-Cooper Q-system is complete in the Manna-Cooper logic. 
(2) The Harel P-system is complete in Harel's logic. 
4, A Lattice of Program Verification Methods 
In view of the results of, e.g. Theorem 3.1, the following kind of questions arise in a 
very natural way: 
(1) How do the reasoning powers of the three methods (Floyd-Hoare, Burstall and 
Pnueli) relate to each other w.r.t, partial correctness? 
(2) If we add, say, to 1A the theory Ts of (co, suc) for time, do we obtain a partial 
correctness proof system stronger than Burstall's? If yes, is it weaker than Pnueli's? 
Obviously, as already mentioned, each choice of a theory Ax ~ DFd results in a new 
logic for reasoning about programs with a new proof system (Ax [ N ) for proving, e.g. 
partial correctness of programs. 
It is very natural to ask, which of the possible theories provide reasonable proof 
systems, how do they relate to each other, is there a strongest still reasonable one? 
Andr6ka et al. have answered some of these questions concerning partial correctness, 
but there is certainly a huge open space left for further research. 
First some more definitions. 
IY. 1 := {ind(3 z 1 . . .  3 z,,~p, z):rp~Ftd, ~o contains no quantifier of sort t, m~co} 
1I-I1:= {ind(V zl ' "¥  Zm~p, Z):~p ~ Frd, ~P contains no quantifier of sort t, m E~o}. 
Ts is the first order theory of (~o, suc) for time 
Tpres is the set of Presburger's axioms for (co, 0, +, suc) 
Ex : = {V z 3 xq) ~ 3 y V zq)(x/ext(y, z) ) : (p e Eta , y does not occur in ~o} 
is the comprehension axiom for intensions tating that definable intensions exist. 
Exr: = {V z 3 ! x~0 --+ 3 y V z~p(x/ext(y, z)) : q~ ~ Ft,~, y does not occur in ~o}. 
The following lattice presents ome of the results and also some of the still open problems 
concerning the reasoning powers of different proof systems for proving partial correctness 
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,,.~]~. o l ,  
(T.A O PAl ufx!  N~) ( PAd -~) 
v~D 
~. I(IAu PAt NF~) 
(Iqu PA N~-) f "  j ( IZ l  u Tpres N~-)~-,-~_~ 
,, L N~ (IAuTo~-"){ ~- ) (I[IivTpres~) 
LlquIpres~-J ~ I 
"" "~" .~. :~.~ " v~ Bill 
I " ' "~" = N N 1 ""~(IAuTsF'-) ~ ~._._~-.(I'PIuTpres~--) 
I ;°Y 
I / /  / . _ . t J , _e ,  N 
I .  uro N~'~)~(Zq N_)_ F 
Fig. 8. 
of programs. Let (Axl [ 1_) and (Ax2 [ 2 ) be two proof systems. Then 
(Axl F -J--) < (Ax2 I 2 ) means that for every first order theory Th of type d and every 
[] 
partial correctness statement p=@~O(P ,O)  of type ~ ThwAxt l  t p implies 
Th u Ax2 [ 2 P. The equivalence relation induced by _< is denoted by -= (Fig. 8). 
[] [] 
Some of the results, like 
and 
PAt u IA ~ PA t u IA u Ex t 
IZ 1U To ~ IH1u To 
12 t u To ~ ITI 1 ~ To 
I 
IE1 w Tpres =_ IH1 w Tpres (where _= in logical sense, not only ~_) 
[] 
have not been published yet and are available from Andr6ka et al. on request (or from the 
present author). 
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Sain (1983f) proves 
( IA I  N )~( IA~Tst  ~ ). 
i i  
Sain (1983c) Theorem 7 proves the results concerning Harel's ~ v . The other results can 
be found in Nemeti (1982). 
At this point I would like to emphasise that the methods used to prove results in the 
above lattice are at least as important and ingenious as the results themselves. Let us take 
the following result 
Th w lA  u Ts ~ Th u IA u To. 
I__1 
The idea is, of course, to find a partial correctness statement p and a model 
Jr{ ~ Mod~ n (Th w IA u Ts) 
such that Th u IA u To ~E_  p but ~ '  ~- p. 
In this particular case p is chosen to be of the form ~(p,  tp)~Yq(p, if) for some 
program p and first order formula ~ of type d_ Th t3 IA  u To ~ .N p follows then from 
Andr6ka et al. (1982) Corollary 5, which says that in every model of IA  w To p is 
deterministic. 
In proving the other part of the result the most difficult thing is to prove ~//¢' ~ IA. 
Again, an ultrapower argument is used here in a rather ingenious way. (See the other 
ultrapower construction i the Introduction. Another beautiful ultrapower construction is
used in proving that Burstall's method (1 B, or (IA [ ~ )) is more powerful than the 
Floyd-Hoare one (k -L-- or (Iq] N )--see Andr6ka et al. (1982) Theorem 9 proof of 
(v) 4, (i).) 
Unfortunately, there is a problem with the proofs. Besides that, in order to obtain the 
proof, the reader (see Andr~ka et al., 1982, Theorem 6/(0) is supposed to compile it from 
other proofs. 
To simplify matters, in all of their proofs the authors define aflowchart p rather than a 
program scheme p as defined earlier (as a sequence of commands). They assume that all 
the constructions and proofs remain roughly the same (see Andr6ka et al., 1982, proof of 
Theorem 6(i)). Unfortunately, this is not the case (although the ideas, of course, remain 
the same). For this reason, and because the proofs and the methods used are as significant 
as the results, I will give in the following the reader the opportunity to pursue such a 
proof (at least once) in its proper form. So let us prove that there is a program p and a first 
order formula ~b of type ~, such that 1A w Ts ~# ~ (p, ~) ~ [] (p, ~). 
We are going to define a similarity type a~ a formula ~ e Fd with one free variable, a 
program p e Pd and an input k of p in some model .,g, such that to this input in J¢' there 
are two different outputs of p, one satisfying ~k in ./g and the other not. Let Z be the set of 
integers, 
T: = o9 ~) (2 x Z), suc(n) : = n + 1, pred(O)" = O, 
p red(n+l ) :=n,  Vn~oa, suc( i , z ) :=( i , z+ l ) ,  
Let 
where 0 is the usual and 
and let 
pred( i , z+ l ) :=( i , z ) ,  Vi~2, Vz~Z.  
T :=(T ,  <, + , "  ,O, suc), 
(V a, b e T)a + b : = suc(a) : = a' b 
(V a, b~ T)a < b (i.e. _<=~T). 
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Let ff consist of one unary operation symbol scc, a constant symbol 0' and a unary 
relation symbol R. 
D := (T, suc, O, RD), 
where 
RD:= {(0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 2)}. 
D 
(1,4) h 
(1 ~3] I
(I~2) 
(1,~) 
(t O) 
(At1) 
19r2} 
(06) = 
(0,5) 
O41h 
to ~)F 
(02)p 
(0,1)[- 
(0 o) 
to,-1) 
(0;21 I- 
8 i 
{I ' ",.', " -,\,\ I  . . . . .  . . . . .  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 (0,-21{O,0){0~'J(O~')(0~6} (01"2}(1,0)(1,2} (1,4){t,6) T 
(O~-lltO, ll (0~3)(0~5) (1,-t) {1,1) 0,3) (1,5) 
graph of  # 
Fig. 10. 
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The program p e £d is the following: 
0 ~: x o*-sccO' 
1': IF R(Xo) GOTO 4' 
2' : Xo ~ scc Xo 
Y: IF TRUE, GOTO 11 
4' : HALT. 
The set of intensions I := {f, g} (Figs 9, 10) with ext(f, b):=f(b) and ext(g,b):= g(b), 
where 
T:= {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 . . . . .  (0, -2), (0, -1), (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3), (0, 4) . . . . .  
. . . .  (1, -2 ) ,  (1, -1 ) ,  (1, 0), (t, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4) . . . .  } 
f :={0,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,3  . . . . .  (0,-1),(0, 0),(0,0),(0,0),(0,1),(0,1),(0,1),(0,1) . . . .  
. . . .  (1 , -1 ) ,  (1, O),(1, O), ( l ,  O), (1, 1),(1, 1), (1, 1),(1, 1) . . . .  } 
9:={0,1 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,2  . . . . .  2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 4, 4, 4 , . . , .  
. . . .  2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 4, 4, 4 . . . .  } 
Let , /~:= (T,  D, I, ext). Obviously ,//(~ Ts and (f, g) is a trace o fp  in ~t'. If we prove 
d~ ~ 1A, then .////# O(p, R(scc(xo))) since (f, g) terminates p at (1, 4) with output (1, 1) 
and RD(suc(1, 1)), but A¢' ~ O(P, R(scc(xo))) since ( f  9) also terminates p in og at (0, 4) 
with output (0, 1), but q R#(suc(O, 1)). Hence 
~/'/ ~ [ O(p, R(scc(xo))) ~ [] (p, R(scc(xo)))]. 
Now we prove ¢¢¢ ~ 1A 
Suppose ./g ~ IA, i.e. there is a ~0 e Ftd, such that 
* ~/~ Eq~(o) ^  V z(~o(z) -,, ~o(suc(z))], 
but ,//¢' ~ V z~o(z), i.e. there is a b e T, such that J / /#  q cp(b). 
-b= (1,m) 
O 
Fig. 11. 
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By * bis of the form (i, m), i = 0 or 1 and meZ. Let us fix b = (i, m). Since m might be 
negative, by * we obtain 
• * (3 meco)(V n > m),/¢/~ n qo(i, -n) (Fig. 11). 
Now let U be a non-principal ultrafilter on co such that {3, 6, 9, 12, 15 . . . .  ,} s U. 
Let 5° := °'Ji/U. 
We are going to show that there is an automorphism i :50~50 and some a~'°T/U, 
such that 50 ~ q~(a) but 50 ~ 7 q~(i(a)), which is a contradiction (isomorphism preserving 
satisfaction). 
Let us first look at °'T/U (Fig. 12). 
Let 
a := [(0, 1, 2 . . . . .  n , . . . ) ]u -  
Then 
50 ~ (p(a) since (V n ~ co)Jl ~ @(n). 
Let 
b := [((i, 0), (i, -1), (i, -2 )  . . . . .  (i, -n )  . . . .  )-Iv. 
By ** we obtain .2 ° 1= n q~(b). 
Let A be the subalgebra of ('~T/U, sue, pred) equipped with the operations uc and 
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to/'/u 
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pred generated by a and B the subalgebra of (~T/U, suc, pred) generated by  b. Notice 
that A-¢ B. Let il : '°T/U~°'T/U be defined as follows: 
il(a):=b, i l (b ) :=a, i~ on A and on B is induced by the first two assignments,  and 
i~(x) := x for each x¢A, B. It is easy to see that ia is indeed a homornorph ism (Fig. 13). 
Let i 3 : c°I/U ~ ~I/U be the identity. We would like to define i2 on '°D/U in such a way 
that i: = (i~, i 2, i3)  : &a ~ ~ becomes a homomorphism,  i.e. it preserves the operat ion  ext. 
Remember that 1 = {f, g} and f,  g: T = co u (2 x Z)~D.  Let f :  = '°flU and g = '~g/U. 
Since 
a = [(0, l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 . . . .  )]v, 
f(a) = [(0, 1,_1, 2 ,2 ,2 ,  3, 3,_3 . . . .  )Iv 
and 
0(a) =- I-(0, 1,2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, _2, 3 . . . .  )? v. 
Since b = 
f(b) = 
and o(b) = 
[(i, 0), ( i , - -1) ,  ( i , -2 ) ,  ( i , -3 ) ,  ( i , -4 ) ,  ( i , - -5) ,  ( i , -6 ) ,  ( i , - -7 ) ,  (i, - -8) ,  
[(i, 0), (i, 0), (i, -1_3, (i, -1) ,  (i, -1) ,  (i, --2), (~, --2), (i, --2), (i, --3), 
[( 1, 3, _2, 1, 3, __2, 1, 3, 2, 
. .)]u 
. .)3v 
• .)]~:. 
Let A' be the subalgebra of <~T/U, suc, pred> generated by f(a) and B' the subalgebra of 
<'°T/U, suc, pred> generated by f(b).  Now we define i3:°'D/U~'°D/U by ia(f(a)):= f(b), 
ia(f(b):=f(a), i3 on A' and B' is induced by the first two assignments and i3 (x ) := x for 
each x ~ A', B'. It is easy to show that i a is a homomorphism. 
To  show that i=( i  1 , i2 , i3 ) :Ae~ is a homomorphism,  we have to show that 
V ze'°T/U, 
(ext(i~(f), i~(z))= )f(il(z)) = i2(f(z))(= i:(ext(f, z))) 
and 
(ext(i3(g), il(z)) =)#(il (z)) = i2(#(z))(= i2(ext(a, z))). 
For  any ze°'T/U f(i,(z))eA' ifff(il(z))=suc"+l(f(a)) or pred"(f(a)) for some nero.  
One can easily check that this is the case iff il(z)= suc3"+~(a) for some i~ {1, 2, 3} and 
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n~co or i l ( z )=pred3"+J (a )  for some je{0 ,1 ,2}  and n~co, respectively, i.e. iff 
z = suc 3"+i(b) ~ B for some i, n as above or z = pred 3"+J(b) e B for some n,j as above. 
So z~B iff 
f ( i l ( z ) )  = sue" + l ( f (a ) )  = : i2(suc "+ l ( f (b) ) )  
= i2(f(suc3,,*i(b))) = i2( f (z) )  
for some n~co, i~{1, 2, 3} or 
f ( i l ( z ) )  = pred"( f (a))  = : i2(pred"(f(b)))  
= i2(f(pred3,,+J(b))) = i2(f(z)) 
for some n e co, j e {0, 1, 2}. 
For  zeA we obtain the according results by interchanging above a with b, A' with B' 
and A with B. 
If z~ A, B, then by the above  f ( i l  ( z ) )e  A, ' B', hence 
f ( i : ( z ) )  = f ( z )  = i2(f(z)) .  
Since 
e~sY to 
cheek 
(V n ~ oOg(il(suc"(a))) = O(suc"(b)) ~ g(suc"(a) = i~(g(suc"(a))) 
and the same way 
g(il(pred"(a))) ~ i2(g(pred,,(a))), 
g(i l(sucn(b))) ~ i2(g(suc"(b))) 
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and 
g(il(pred"(b))) = i2(g(pred"(b))), 
for each z~A,  B we obta in  g(il(z)) = i2(g(z)). If z¢A,  B, then 
g(i~(~)) = g(z) = i~ g(z). 
Hav ing  found an automorph ism i of Ae with A a b ¢p(a) and A ° I~ ~p(i(a)), i l l  ~ 1A must 
hold (Fig. 14). 
Now back to the lattice, the proof  system (1A u PAt m ExuDIA I  ~ ) seems to 
provide a reasonable and very strong dynamic logic for proving proper t ies  of programs 
(see the remarks in Sain (1983c)). In Sain (1983a, e) it is proved to be more  powerful  than 
the Manna-Cooper  Q-method for proving total correctness of programs.  
Summing up briefly, I think that NDL offers quite a few new and excit ing results, 
methods,  and open problems and, what is more, a more natural  and powerfu l  f ramework 
to reason about programs.  I hope to have made clear that NDL 's  goals are the same as, 
e.g. those of DL,  namely to prove realistic, s tandard propert ies of p rograms,  and exactly 
in order to achieve these goals it has to use non-standard models of computat ion  as a 
tool.  
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